Abstract. This paper describes an experimental application of the distance ratio measure used to compare individual networks among themselves and to analyze the aggregated network representing the group mental model from the field of emergency management.
Introduction
The study of complex networks are an important tool in different fields of knowledge, with applications from social relations to power grids, from genes and proteins to text analysis. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The usual approaches are centered in the statistical proprieties of one network and its components: the nodes and the links between them (edges). In this case, complex networks are taken as individual structures but they are normally dynamic by nature and it's important to understand the differences or similarities among two or more.
In general, we can compare networks by means of: (i) global property statistics, such as degree distribution, betweenness centrality, assortativity, and clustering coefficient; (ii) subgraph enumerating, such as over-and under-represented motifs than in randomized networks, graphlet degree distribution, joint degree correlations of subgraph, and trained subgraph feature. Each of comparison method has specific caracteristics, advantages and disadvantages. [7] When approaching two or more networks that share some elements among them, are taken in several moments in time or in different physical settings the current proposals are limited. Two networks even with different substructures can exhibit some similitude regarding global properties. [7] Some examples of this situation are the network formed by words and phrases in two books in a domain or written by the same author, citations in a field of knowledge in two different years or power grids in different regions (with same equipment). In these cases comparing can be a useful approach to detect differences and similarities between the existing elements and their links.
With the present work we propose to address this gap by applying a measure, Distance Ratio inspired in system analysis. [8] In this context a system is represented by elements connect by causal relations with positive or negative impact within them. It is possible to identify the existence of self-loops, when an element has an impact on itself. But irrespective of the classification, the emerging representation is a different form of network, so our research will test its suitability for complex networks application.
As a practical application the presented indicator (Distance Ratio) is applied to compare different networks representing mental models of emergency managers. These structures are obtained by relating concepts of this field gathered by inquiry from practitioners. It can be used to verify differences among a shared mental model and the individual ones [9] , [10] or to test the similarities between professionals of different emergency agents.
In this application, obtained results can be useful for support training and recruitment decisions since they give an indicator of closeness between different mental models.
As a comparative indicator and methodology it can be extended to contexts like plagiarism, when applied to compare the network of words between different documents or other settings where comparison is required.
1.1
The distance ratio
In the literature there seems to lack a measure that can be used for the purpose of comparing complex networks. We will use an indicator, the Distance ratio (DR), that in its original application, in the domain of system dynamics, was used to calculate two causal maps similarity. Causal maps in systems dynamics are a set of elements that influence each other in a sequence and with a level of intensity. In the language of system dynamics there are more than variables and links. It is possible to identify other constructs such as delayer links, non-linear links, stock variables or rate variables and also feedback loops. [11] The distance ratio is used to compute to what extend two networks are close in terms of their constituents. Thus, an extended matrix A and B is used, where a ij and b ij are their elements. The adjacency matrix, with n variables, will form a n x n matrix with the strength of the links as cell values [12] or a binary representation (0/1) of the existing links if there is no information about weights.
Since causal maps can be seen as a network where an element can be represented as a node, the influence to other elements are links and the level of intensity is the weight of that link, it is our belief that the DR measure can be extended and applied to complex networks.
The formula for distance ratio is presented below [8] , [12] ∑ ∑
The result obtained by the formula can vary between 0 and 1, where 0 means completely similar and 1 totally different (distant).
A group of parameters are denoted by the Greek letters (α,β,γ,δ,ε) and are used to adjust the formula to different contexts. The α parameter can be set to 0 or 1, whether self-loops are allowed or not. To reflect differences in weight between nodes in the networks we pass the max weight to parameter β.
ε accounts for the number of polarities in the matrix and it can take the value 1 or 2 (one polarity -only positive or negative or two polarities -positive and negative).
If δ=0, we do not differentiate situations where different weights create the same difference values. For instance, a difference between a weight of 4 and 1 is the same as for -2 and 1 as per equation 2. In the latter, since a negative and a positive value is involved, a value δ is added.
The parameter γ is set for how to interpret matrix cells for which one of the maps does not have an edge because there is a mismatch of nodes. In the context of concept maps the inexistence of a node is a result of the one that creates more difficulties. If we do not want to deduce anything from the absence of nodes, we will set γ=0. If we wish to assign meaning to the fact that one person as mentioned one concept (node) and another does not, the value of γ=1 signaling that this difference should be taken into account.
Mental models
Mental models are conceived of as a cognitive structure that forms the basis of reasoning and decision making, and can be seen as a network of associations between concepts in an individual's mind. Mental models have been described as a form of intuitive knowledge that serve as a frame of reference for interpretation of the world which forms the bases for reasoning and working with problems. [13] They are built by individuals based on their personal life experiences, perceptions, and understanding of the world. Mental models provide the mechanism through which new information is filtered and stored. However, the ability to represent the world accurately is always limited and unique to each individual. [14] There a variety of techniques for eliciting mental models, ranging from brainstorming, to interviews or text analysis. They include concept mapping, word association techniques, ordered recall, card sorting procedures, paired-comparison, and the ordered tree technique. [12] , [15] , [16] They can be applied both individually or to a group of people. [10] , [15] Most of procedures used are based on the assumption that an individual's mental model can be represented as a network of concepts and relations. [14] When working together people must share a part of the mental model to deal effectively with each other. Team mental models promote understanding among team members regarding information requirements, the need for communication and coordination. [17] In the case of emergency management cycle the individuals involved need to have a common mental structure to deal with information issues. The lack of a common mental model is a common problem referred to in emergency management literature [18] [19] [20] .
Methodology
In order to compute the DR we asked a group of graduate students to identify, organize and relate the concepts they recognized in the emergency management field.
Each element of the survey group was asked to indicate a new level of concepts related to a starting concept. In this situation the initial concept was "Civil Protection". For each of the concepts in the new group, a new sublevel of concepts was requested. By iterating on the above mentioned steps, it is possible to build several levels of inter-related concepts (as represented in Figure 1 ). An individual structure is elicited representing the mental model of concepts of the respondents with the respective relations. This structure is representable as a network. As the concepts are words, the responses were verified for major spelling mistakes and typos. This is an important step to ensure that the same concept indicated by two different respondents was not coded as different ones because of a mistake. Finally, individual networks were grouped and processed to create a unique network with all the contributions.
This grouped network can be seen as a shared mental model [10] . In this network, we take into account the number of times a pair of concepts was mentioned by the respondents, because this stresses the importance of that relation within the group. That total was taken as a weight of the edge between concepts.
The data was processed to transform the concepts identified in a network structure, where a node represents a concept and an edge represents a connection between two concepts. Moreover, for each pair of nodes the respective weight was indicated.
Results
We compute the DR for each of the networks among subjects. For the current application the parameters in the formula were set to:  α =1, meaning self-loops were not taken into account, because in the case of complex networks a node do not link to itself directly 1 ;  β=max weight, in the present case the value is one, meaning only that there is a link between two nodes;  γ=1, because we want to take into account the fact that one network has a node and another has not, thus valuing the eventual link that can exist;  δ=0, not adding any value to differences;  ε=1, because in this case we only have one polarity. All link weights are positive. The values presented in Table 2 point to a low distance ratio since they are very close to 0, the lowest limit, meaning that networks are very similar among them. This can be due to the nature of the sample used. The subjects were all graduate students, with similar training and level of experience.
In spite of this fact, some differences can be perceived between subjects with some of them with more proximity with the others (subject 4) and lower deviation. Or with more relative distance (subject 6). If we compare the subjects with the group network with the starting concept (the aggregated network mentioned in table 1). We find a mean DR of 0.005 (with standard deviation of 0.0001). The value is lower than the values obtained between subjects (with mean of 0.02).
An possible explanation to this is that the aggregated network is constructed by adding all the individual contributions, therefore when we perform the distance ratio between the aggregated network and the individual ones, each one finds a "piece" of itself in the group network thus having a lower distance.
Conclusions
Network analysis seems to be a valid tool to study mental maps since the concepts and their relationships can be represented by nodes and links.
The application of the Distance Ratio to complex networks seems feasible but requires a broader sample that can increase potential differences. The sample used led to a low Distance Ratio, meaning that the mental models were very similar within the group under study. The distance ratio approach can be refined to take into account the ranking of concepts (node weight) in the case of aggregated networks.
Since this is an exploratory work that used a sample of graduates as the source of concepts, the computed differences between mental models were not very sharp. Future work will try to replicate this approach with professionals in the Civil Protection field, from different agencies and explore if greater dissimilarities exist.
The understanding resulting from that may be helpful to take decisions regarding training improvement and information sharing among individuals or groups in key organizations in the field.
